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Interstate Alignment 
Interstate alignment alternatives include the existing I-70 alignment and any other alternatives for the possible relocation of the interstate.  Interstate 
alignment alternatives are divided into sections based on the different features along the corridor. 
Alternative Description Status of Alternative 
Section 1 – I-25 to Brighton Boulevard 
IA1  Existing I-70

vertical alignment 
Reconstruct I-70 along the existing vertical alignment.  Minor changes in 
the vertical alignment could be made to meet design standards or 
provide access at interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA2  Existing I-70
horizontal 
alignment 

Reconstruct I-70 along the existing horizontal alignment.  Minor changes 
in the horizontal alignment could be made to add capacity or provide 
access to interchanges. 

Still being considered 

Section 2 – Brighton Boulevard to Colorado Boulevard 
IA10  Existing I-70

vertical alignment 
Reconstruct I-70 along the existing vertical alignment.  Minor changes in 
the vertical alignment could be made to meet design standards or 
provide access at interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA11  Existing I-70
horizontal 
alignment 

Reconstruct I-70 along the existing horizontal alignment.  Minor changes 
in the horizontal alignment could be made to add capacity or provide 
access to interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA12 Lower I-70 below 
existing ground 

Reconstruct I-70 below existing ground with local streets crossing over I-
70.  46th Avenue is rebuilt as a collector/distributor or frontage road 
system. 

Still being considered 

IA13 Add a level to the 
viaduct 

Reconstruct the existing viaduct and add an additional level.  46th 
Avenue remains on its existing alignment. 

Still being considered 

IA15 Put I-70 at-grade Reconstruct I-70 at existing ground level.  46th Avenue is rebuilt as a 
collector/distributor or frontage road system along reconstructed I-70. 

Still being considered 

IA17 I-70 tunnel Construct the I-70 alignment below ground in a tunnel.  46th Avenue 
remains on its existing alignment. 

Still being considered 
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Alternative Description Status of Alternative 
Section 3 – Colorado Boulevard to 1-270 
IA19  Existing I-70

vertical alignment 
Reconstruct I-70 along the existing vertical alignment.  Minor changes in 
the vertical alignment could be made to meet design standards or 
provide access at interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA20  Existing I-70
horizontal 
alignment 

Reconstruct I-70 along the existing horizontal alignment.  Minor changes 
in the horizontal alignment could be made to add capacity or provide 
access to interchanges. 

Still being considered 

Section 4 – I-270 to I-225 
IA21  Existing I-70

vertical alignment 
Reconstruct I-70 along the existing vertical alignment.  Minor changes in 
the vertical alignment could be made to meet design standards or 
provide access at interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA22  Existing I-70
horizontal 
alignment 

Reconstruct I-70 along the existing horizontal alignment.  Minor changes 
in the horizontal alignment could be made to add capacity or provide 
access to interchanges. 

Still being considered 

Section 5 – I-225 to Peña Boulevard 
IA23  Existing I-70

vertical alignment 
Reconstruct I-70 along the existing vertical alignment.  Minor changes in 
the vertical alignment could be made to meet design standards or 
provide access at interchanges. 

Still being considered 

IA24  Existing I-70
horizontal 
alignment 

Reconstruct I-70 along the existing horizontal alignment.  Minor changes 
in the horizontal alignment could be made to add capacity or provide 
access to interchanges. 

Still being considered 

Other  
IA28 Move I-70 to the 

North of Elyria & 
Swansea 
Neighborhoods 
(along rail 
alignment) 

Realign I-70 from Quebec Street to Brighton Boulevard to the north of 
the Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods. 

Still being considered 
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Interchanges 
Interchange alternatives include existing and new locations to provide access to the interstate. 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
I1 I-25 Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at I-25 Still being considered 
I2 Washington Street Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Washington Street Still being considered 
I3 Brighton Boulevard Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Brighton Boulevard Still being considered 
I4 York Street Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at York Street Still being considered 
I5  Steele Street/

Vasquez Boulevard 
Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Steele 
Street/Vasquez Boulevard 

Still being considered 

I6 Colorado
Boulevard 

 Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Colorado Boulevard Still being considered 

I7 Dahlia Street Improvements to the existing I-70 interchange that provides access to 
Dahlia Street 

Still being considered 

I8 Holly Street Improvements to the existing I-70 interchange that provides access to 
Holly Street 

Still being considered 

I9 Monaco Street Improvements to the existing I-70 interchange that provides access to 
Monaco Street 

Still being considered 

I10 Quebec Street Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Quebec Street Still being considered 
I11 I-270 Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at I-270 Still being considered 
I12 Havana Street Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Havana Street Still being considered 
I13 Peoria Street Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Peoria Street Still being considered 
I14 I-225 Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at I-225 Still being considered 
I15  Chambers

Boulevard 
Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Chambers 
Boulevard 

Still being considered 

I16 Peña Boulevard Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Peña Boulevard Still being considered 
I17 Airport Boulevard Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Airport Boulevard Still being considered 
I18 Tower Road Improvements to the existing interchange on I-70 at Tower Road Still being considered 
I20  Central Park

Boulevard 
Provide a new interchange on I-70 at Central Park Boulevard Still being considered 

I22  I-270/Quebec
Street 
improvements 

Combine the I-270 and Quebec Street accesses as an interchange 
system to provide access to and from I-70 

Still being considered 
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Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
I23 Eliminate accesses Eliminate some of the existing interchanges on I-70 Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 

combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

I24 Combine accesses Combine some of the existing interchanges on I-70 into interchange 
systems 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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Interstate Lane Types 
Interstate lane types are described by who is allowed to use the lane.  Lane types include general purpose lanes where anyone can use the lane to special 
purpose lanes where only certain users (e.g. buses) are allowed. 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
IL3 Reversible

expressway lane 
 Reversible travel lanes on I-70.  Lanes would be opened to provide 

additional capacity for the direction of travel with the highest traffic 
volume. 

Still being considered 

IL4  High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) lane 

Lanes on I-70 that can only be used by vehicles with more than one 
person and/or buses. 

Still being considered 

IL5 Toll lane Lanes that can only be used for a fee.   Still being considered 
IL6  General purpose

lane 
Lanes that can be used by any driver or vehicle type. Still being considered 

IL9 Collector distributor  
(C-D) roads 

A system of roads used to provide access to and from I-70 but are not 
located on the I-70 alignment. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

IL11 Frontage roads A system of roads used to provide access to local streets and properties 
adjacent to the interstate.  The Monaco/Holly/Dahlia system is an 
example of an area with frontage roads. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

IL12 Auxiliary lanes Lanes before or after interchanges that allow traffic to speed up and 
slow down when entering and exiting I-70. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

IL14 Braided ramps A ramp type that allows drivers to merge between a collector/distributor 
or a frontage road system and the I-70 lanes. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

IL15  Dual divided
highway 

A highway system connecting two highways that is parallel but separate 
from I-70. 

Still being considered 

IL16  High Occupancy
Toll (HOT) lanes 

Toll lanes where a fee is charged based upon current congestion levels 
on the highway. 

Still being considered 
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Transit Alignment 
Transit alignment alternatives consist of various ways to provide mass transit between Downtown Denver and DIA.  The transit alignments are divided into 
sections based on the different features along the corridor. 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
On-street Downtown Transit Alignments 
TA19 Brighton Boulevard Alignment from existing downtown light rail north along Broadway to 

Brighton Boulevard, along Brighton to an east-west alignment that then 
connects to one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA4 Broadway Street Alignment from existing downtown light rail north along Broadway to the 
Union Pacific corridor, or along Brighton Boulevard to I-70.  The 
alignment then follows the UP or I-70 alignment that then connects to 
one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA29  California Street Extend the existing light rail along Downing Street and placing a track 
along California Street from Downtown to Downing Street.  The 
alignment then follows an east-west alignment that then connects to one 
of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA30  Welton Street/
Downing Street 

Place a second track along Welton Street, extending the existing light 
rail along Downing Street to 40th Avenue.  The alignment then follows 
an east-west alignment that then connects to one of the airport 
connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

Off-street East-West Transit Alignments 
TA1 Along I-70 (in the 

ROW) 
Alignment from Denver Union Station north to I-70, east along I-70 to 
one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA2  Existing Union
Pacific tracks/ 
Smith Road 

Alignment from Denver Union Station along the existing UP corridor, 
east along UP corridor or Smith Road to one of the airport connection 
transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA31  BNSF Denver 
Market Lead 

Alignment from Denver Union Station along the existing UP corridor to 
40th Street, east along the BNSF Denver Market Lead corridor to 
Colorado Boulevard, then along the existing UP corridor or Smith Road 
to one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

On-street East-West Transit Alignments 
TA6 Martin Luther King 

Boulevard 
Alignment along Downing north from 30th and Downing, east along MLK 
to one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 

TA9  Bruce Randolph/
35th Avenue 

Alignment along Downing north from 30th and Downing, east along 
Bruce Randolph until Dahlia, north on Dahlia to 35th Avenue, east on 
35th Avenue to one of the airport connection transit alignments. 

Still being considered 
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Transit Alignment 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
Airport Transit Alignments 
TA8 Tower Road Alignment from an east-west transit alignment along Tower Road, then 

east to DIA. 
Still being considered 

TA12 Peña Boulevard Alignment from an east-west transit alignment along Peña Boulevard, 
then east to DIA. 

Still being considered 

TA17 Picadilly Road Alignment from an east-west transit alignment along Picadilly Road, 
then east to DIA. 

Still being considered 

Other Transit Alignments 
TA21 30th Avenue/ 

Downing Street to 
40th Avenue/40th 
Street 

Extension of existing alignment north along Downing Street to 40th 
Avenue/40th Street. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA22 Downtown Brighton
to National Western 
Complex 

 Connection from proposed alignments at 40th Avenue/40th Street along 
Brighton Boulevard to the National Western Complex. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA23  Connection
between US 36 and 
I-70 before Denver 
Union Station 

Connection from the US 36 transit alternative to an I-70 transit 
alternative north of Denver Union Station. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA24 From Montbello to 
downtown Denver 
to DIA 

An alternative that connects Montbello to downtown and DIA. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA25 Connection to 40th 
Avenue/40th Street 
should be provided 

A connection from any of the proposed alternatives to 40th Avenue and 
40th Street. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA26 Connection
between I-225 and 
I-70 transit 
alternatives 

 Connection from an I-225 transit alternative to a potential I-70 transit 
alternative. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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Transit Alignment 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
TA27 Depressed

alignment 
 A below existing ground alignment from Denver Union Station to DIA. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 

combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TA28 Elevated alignment An above existing ground alignment from Denver Union Station to DIA. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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Station Locations 
Station location alternatives are sites where access would be provided to a transit alignment. 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
S1 Denver Union

Station 
 Station location at Denver Union Station. Still being considered 

S2 Five Points Area Station location in the Five Points Area. Still being considered 
S3 Blake Street Station location on Blake Street. Still being considered 
S4 33rd/Downing Station location at 33rd and Downing. Still being considered 
S5 31st Street Station location on 31st Street. Still being considered 
S6 Cole Area Station location in the Cole Area. Still being considered 
S7 40th Avenue/40th 

Street 
Station location at 40th Avenue/40th Street. Still being considered 

S8  National Western
Complex 

Station location at the National Western Complex. Still being considered 

S9 Globeville Area Station location in the Globeville Area. Still being considered 
S10 Brighton Boulevard Station location on Brighton Boulevard. Still being considered 
S11 Swansea/Globeville

Area 
 Station location in the Swansea/Globeville Area. Still being considered 

S12 47th/Brighton 
Boulevard 

Station location at 47th/Brighton Boulevard. Still being considered 

S13 Swansea Area Station location in the Swansea Area. Still being considered 
S14 York Street Station location on York Street. Still being considered 
S15 Steele Street Station location on Steele Street. Still being considered 
S16 Clayton Area Station location in the Clayton Area. Still being considered 
S17 Northeast Denver Station location in Northeast Denver. Still being considered 
S18 40th Avenue/ 

Colorado 
Boulevard 

Station location at 40th Avenue/Colorado Boulevard. Still being considered 

S19  Colorado
Boulevard 

Station location on Colorado Boulevard. Still being considered 

S20 Dahlia Street Station location on Dahlia Street. Still being considered 
S21 Northeast Park Hill Station location in Northeast Park Hill. Still being considered 
S22 Holly Street Station location on Holly Street. Still being considered 
S23 Quebec Street Station location on Quebec Street. Still being considered 
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Station Locations 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
S24 Former Stapleton Station location in Former Stapleton. Still being considered 
S25  Within Stapleton

Development 
Station location within the Stapleton Development. Still being considered 

S26 Havana Street Station location on Havana Street. Still being considered 
S27 Smith Road/Peoria

Street 
 Station location at Smith Road/Peoria Street. Still being considered 

S29 Gateway Station location in Gateway. Still being considered 
S30 Peña

Boulevard/Tower 
Road 

 Station location at Peña Boulevard/Tower Road. Still being considered 

S31 40th Avenue/Peña 
Boulevard 

Station location at 40th Avenue/Peña Boulevard. Still being considered 

S32 Airport
Boulevard/Smith 
Road 

 Station location at Airport Boulevard/Smith Road. Still being considered 

S33 68th/Tower Road Station location at 68th/Tower Road. Still being considered 
S34 56th/Tower Road Station location at 56th/Tower Road. Still being considered 
S35 48th/Tower Road Station location at 48th/Tower Road. Still being considered 
S36 45th/Tower Road Station location at 45th/Tower Road. Still being considered 
S37 Smith Road/Tower

Road 
 Station location at Smith Road/Tower Road. Still being considered 

S38  Denver
International Airport 
(DIA) 

Station location at Denver International Airport (DIA). Still being considered 

S39 One to two miles 
apart with Park-n-
Rides 

Station locations one to two miles apart with Park-n-Rides. Still being considered 

S40 Ballpark Area Station location in the Ballpark Area. Still being considered 
S41 Monaco Parkway Station location on Monaco Parkway. Still being considered 
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Transit Technology 
Transit technologies define how transit vehicles (e.g. buses, light rail, trains) operate including what type of engine they have (e.g. diesel, natural gas, 
electric) and what they ride on (e.g. rubber tires, steel wheels).   
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
TT1 Bus Rapid Transit 

(BRT) 
BRT combines the concepts of rail transit and buses.  It can operate in 
its own right of way, HOV lanes, or along city streets.  BRT uses 
technologies such as intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and 
improved fare collection to make buses operate more efficiently. 

Still being considered 

TT2 Commuter rail Commuter rail typically operates within freight rail right of way and 
serves longer distance trips.  It may use locomotives with passenger 
cars or self-propelled passenger cars, known as diesel or electrical 
multiple units (DMUs or EMUs).    

Still being considered 

TT5 Light rail Light rail typically provides medium capacity, medium speed service in 
urban areas.  Light rail can operate in its own right of way or along city 
streets.  Power is generally provided by steel overhead electrical lines.   

Still being considered 

TT10 Street car/Trolley Trolleys and streetcars share city streets to provide circulation or 
connector services on steel tracks in urban areas.  Power is provided by 
overhead electrical cables.  Many streetcars in operation are historic 
and serve as major tourist attractions. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT11  Alternative fueled
transit vehicles 

Buses that use non-fossil fuels such as compressed natural gas (CNG), 
propane, and/or electricity for power. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT12 Bus feeder system Type of system where local/circulator buses serve the neighborhood 
surrounding a mass transit alignment and/or a transit station. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT13 Call-n-Ride service Curb-to-curb service that uses smaller buses and taxis and covers a 
specified geographic area.  Passengers call RTD to request service and 
then a small bus or taxi picks up the passenger and delivers them to 
their destination within the service territory. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT14 Diesel Multiple Unit 
(DMU) 

Technology for commuter rail that uses diesel for fuel. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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Transit Technology 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
TT15 Double decker

buses 
 Two-level buses used extensively in England. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 

combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT16 Electric trains Trains using electricity for their primary power source. Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT17 Express buses Type of bus that provides limited stops between origins and destinations 
to typically to serve longer distance trips. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

TT18 Local and express 
trains 

Local trains stop at all designated stations along a corridor providing a 
high level of access; express trains stop at selected points providing a 
faster travel time between major origins and destinations in a corridor. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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Transportation Demand Management/Transportation System Management (TDM/TSM) 
Transportation Demand Management/Transportation System Management (TDM/TSM) are programs designed to reduce travel demand and improve the 
use of the transportation system.  TDM addresses traffic congestion by reducing travel demand rather than increasing transportation capacity.  TSM 
strategies are designed to help improve traffic flow on the existing transportation system. 
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
DS1 Improved

pedestrian 
facilities 

 Improved pedestrian facilities allow users to walk to 
destinations. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS2  Improved
bicycle facilities 

Improved bicycle facilities allow users to bike to 
destinations, typically further away than users are 
willing to walk. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS3  Enhanced bus
service 

Create new bus services, modify existing bus routes, 
and/or increase bus frequencies. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS4 Ride sharing Ride sharing programs allow travelers with common 
destinations to travel in one vehicle and share costs 
associated with traveling.  Ride sharing programs 
reduce the total number of trips by reducing the 
number of single occupant vehicular trips.  (DRCOG 
already has RideArrangers). 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS5  Vary business
work schedules 
(Flex time) 

Flex time is a varied work schedule where employees 
may go to work later or earlier in the day to reduce 
travel during peak commuter travel periods. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS6  Intelligent
Transportation 
Systems (ITS) 

ITS includes technology applications to move traffic 
more efficiently on the existing or an improved system.  

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS7 Freight transport
management 

 Managing the freight traffic during peak commuter 
travel periods. 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   

DS8  Road pricing/
Congestion 
pricing 

Pricing strategies that charge motorists to use a 
roadway, or portion of a roadway specifically during 
commuter travel periods.   

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be combined with other 
alternatives as necessary to improve overall system operations.   
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Local System Improvements 
Local system improvements are improvements that could serve as an alternative to I-70 or could serve as an enhancement to another alternative.   
Alternatives Description Status of Alternative 
LS5 Improve

intersections where 
the railroad crosses 

 Implement safety improvements at locations where the railroads cross 
local streets 

Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

LS7 Connect tolling
options to E-470 

 Connect any tolling options along I-70 to E-470 Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   

LS9 At-grade crossings Remove the at-grade railroad crossings Not considered a stand alone alternative, may be 
combined with other alternatives as necessary to 
improve overall system operations.   
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